Collecting Our Prayers- in Private and Public
Almighty and everlasting God, by whose Spirit the whole body of your faithful people is
governed and sanctified, receive our supplications and prayers, which we offer before you for
all members of your holy Church, that in their vocation and ministry, they may truly and
devoutly serve you; through our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, who lives and reigns with you,
in the unity of the Holy Spirit, one God, now and forever. Amen

When we gather to worship, some of us are given the immense privilege of choosing and crafting
words that help lead the gathered body of Christ in speaking to and with God
This morning, we want to spend some time looking at how we use words in our service of worship
to come, corporately, into God’s presence and interact with him.
Sometimes we pray best with images or with wordless prayers, simply sitting in God’s presence,
and that is a restful and peaceful place. But sometimes, we need words.
It seems to me that even God needs to use words at times – He gave us the scriptures, inspiring
the minds of the writer’s and working with their words to speak his timeless truths, and most
notably, speaking to us through The Word – Jesus who was God’s own words in flesh.

First, I want to spend some time thinking about how we connect with God as individuals, because
if we do not have an active, regular and intimate time with him, it is impossible, I think, for us to
craft public prayers that have substance and meaning. We cannot lead people into paths we have
not walked ourselves.
It seems to make sense then, that there are times when we long for the words to help us put our
own thoughts in order, when we need to hear ourselves speak to be able to hear God. Sometimes
we need to share our hearts with God, in the company of others so we can join in corporate
prayer. Yet the words elude us, and in our struggle to form them, we lose the very connection
we seek.
It is at these times when we can tap into the deep wisdom of “Borrowed Prayers”–the words and
the shape of prayers, written by others and prayed by Christians - sometimes for centuries–often
drawn from Scripture. Let’s begin by looking at a form of “Borrowed Prayer” that I think can help
us shape both our private times of conversation with God and our corporate prayers.
We began, this morning, with just such a prayer – a COLLECT.
(Pronunciation – “COLLect”)
A collect is designed to help us collect our thoughts, and follows a roughly set pattern.
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It is, I think, a great bridge between public and private prayer.
We’ll begin by looking at the pattern, then use that pattern, loosely, to see how we can shape
our private prayer life before moving on to see how we can use the format for times we are called
to pray with others and finally we will look at practical aspects of writing Prayers of the People.
It’s a big agenda for 2 hours so let’s get to it!
The Format of a Collect1
You
Who
Do
To
Through
Look back at our opening prayer – how does it fit this pattern?
Let’s look at how we interact with God in our day to day prayers – in effect – where are we
now? Then how can we go deeper? How can the format of the Collect help us to shape our
“Quiet Times.”
Time, Place and Aids
Having a specific time and place, with all your “stuff” (Bible, candle, prayer books, journal, pan,
coffee) gathered helps you settle in
Some suggestions about what a “Quiet Time” entails – using the pattern of the collect

YOU
What name do you often give to God in your prayers?
Why?
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I thank Rev. Richard White sharing this
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WHO
What is your earliest image of God?

How do you see God now?

YOU/WHO
Gratitude vs. Praise – is there a difference?
What is the central focus of Gratitude? Of Praise?
Think about how our music reflects this…

PRAISE AS ONE POLE OF OUR MAGNET
Judah means “Praise” – and the tribe of Judah was sent first into battle and led the entourage
whenever the Israelites set out in the desert. When the wanderers rested, the tribe of Judah
had the place of honour – on the east of the Tabernacle, right next to it. They were the first to
settle into the Promised Land2

PRAISE –––––––––––> TRUST
–––––––––––>HUMILITY
––––––––––––> “THY KINGDOM COME” attitude (Obedience + joy!)
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Judges 1:1,2
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GRATITUDE AS THE OTHER POLE
GRATITUDE ––––––––>REMEMBERING
––––––––––––––> TRUST
–––––––––––––––> PEACE

FACILITATING PRAISE/GRATITUDE
How can you increase your sense of worship, your expressions and understanding of praise and
gratitude?

Listening and Learning
1. Music
2. Breathing/Reading into the Scriptures
-Using words of Scripture (e.g. Psalms, The Lord’s Prayer, the first chapter of
most of the epistles)
-Lectio Divina
-Visio Divina (Icons, art)
-Books and periodicals (e.g. My Utmost for His Highest, Daily Bread)
-Prayer Books (BCP, BAS )
-Journaling and noting in your Bible
-Apps – what apps have you found useful?
3. Some helpful Apps
Pray as You Go
Hallow
Amen
Daily Lectio (for the readings of the day)
Sacred Space
Daily Office from the Mission of St. Clare
4. Meditation/Contemplation – Listening, just “Being with”
-Breath Prayer
What have you found helpful? Share resources at the break…
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DO/TO
What do you want God to DO for YOU?
1. Confession
a. how does the YOU/WHO help us approach this?
b. Ask for insight
c. Receive forgiveness and give thanks
d. Consider an “Embodied Prayer” – try it now, written pattern to follow
2. Physical Needs
3. Spiritual longings
4. Financial
5. For what else shall I pray?

What would you want for others?
-A prayer list/journal
-a specific time for intercessions for others?
Journaling
1.
2.
3.
4.

Why journal?
How long does it have to be?
How often do I need to write?
Can I write in my Bible?
WE JOIN JESUS IN THE PRAYER HE IS ALREADY PRAYING IN US

Romans 8:26,27
Likewise the Spirit helps us in our weakness. For we do not know what to pray for as
we ought, but the Spirit himself intercedes for us with groanings too deep for words.
27
And he who searches hearts knows what is the mind of the Spirit, because[a] the
Spirit intercedes for the saints according to the will of God
26
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THROUGH
What does it mean to pray in Jesus’ name?
Can we pray in the name of God the Father, or the Holy Spirit?
Meaning of AMEN (It’s not just the period at the end of the “sentence”)
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CORPORATE PRAYER
OUR WORSHIP SERVICE
You
Who
Listening and learning – and applying!
Affirming
Do/To
Through
Collects
1.
2.
3.
4.

Who thought this up?
What is the purpose?
Where do we find these in the service?
In our prayer books? (see BAS pp. 130-132, 268ff, 675-684, at the end of Psalms)

WRITING OUR OWN PRAYERS USING THE COLLECT FORMAT
When might you use this?
LET’S TRY IT!
Choose one of these situations and craft a collect:
“I’m sick, please pray for me”
“My cat is sick – can you pray?”
“You are the most religious one – will you say grace please?”
“I’m getting married, and I would like a prayer at the reception. I chose you to offer it”
YOU (a name for God that reminds us he is in this situation)
WHO (What aspect of God’s character or action can be linked to this need)
DO/TO (specific request)
THROUGH (wrap up with a reminder of God’s purpose or ability to answer the prayer)
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CRAFTING THE PRAYERS OF THE PEOPLE
REMEMBER
1.
2.
3.
4.

use the practices of your private prayer to enliven your writing
use silences – and let them be longer than you feel comfortable with!
Use familiar and easy responses with a helpful “lead in”
Don’t “wing it” – write carefully and pray about the prayer as you write – God knows
who will be in the congregation and the words they need help to form, so listen for his
guidance
5. You can use the Litanies on pp. 110-130 and the Great Litany as they are – or as guides
TECHNICAL STUFF
1. What to include?
a. An invitation to join in the prayer
b. An instruction about responses
c. A time of silence for folks to collect their thoughts
d. The YOU/WHO that tracks with the theme of the day (which means you need to
have read the scriptures and the collects of the day!)
e. DO/TO’s as appropriate – see the subjects found on BAS page 190
f. Intercessions from the Prayer Cycles – talk to your Priest or Deacon for where to
find all these and which to include
g. Check the news – is there something happening in our world or community that
needs our prayers?
h. But remember, you are praying TO God, not preaching or informing

I AM IN THE SERVICE – WHAT NOW????
1. Arrive early
a. Spend some quiet time in asking God to inhabit the prayers of the service
b. Make sure you have your “stuff” all in order – the prayers ready, the
microphone, the prayer requests from the congregations etc.
2. You have prepared carefully, now actually see yourself talking with God, in conversation
with God’s people – so RELAX
3. Remind people to PRAY with you, not just listen (and provide enough silence for them to
do that!)
4. Encourage people to voice their own petitions in times of silence (“Pray silently or
aloud…”)
5. Speak clearly and at about half the speed you normally would
6. Trust the Holy Spirit to speak in and through you – this is about God, and his gathered
people, not you.
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